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Zhao was granted a meeting with Deng on 17 May; but, instead of the private meeting he expected, he found
that the entire Standing Committee was present. Apart from CITIC, which is under the direct control of the
central government, most of these companies are either owned by or structured as divisions of banks and
regional governments. Zhou did extensive work in these areas until the final separation of the Nationalist and
Communist parties and the end of the Soviet-Nationalist alliance in  When Mao Zedong 's Great Leap Forward
â€” created an artificial famine, Mao publicly blamed the nation's food shortages on the greed of rich peasants,
who were supposedly hiding China's huge surplus production from the government. Still unaware of what was
happening, Zhao boarded the plane. When Lin Biao's troops arrived at the bridge there were about twenty who
were willing to carryout the attack across the bridge. It has taken a series of measures to achieve those targets.
This is higher than the initial target of 4. Thus by supporting the Khmer Rouge and its revolutions, Mao could
demonstrate that China was still revolutionary. Mao Zedong had been removed from this governing body two
years before. In this latter case the plateau is a swamp, a place of mud and water without separation. Zhou and
three other leaders were themselves arrested. Incomes in Guangdong Province are about eight times higher
than incomes in Gansu Province. Zhang rode a white horse. Both her parents were attacked in the cultural
revolution as counter-revolutionaries, and their home was raided by Red Guards. The People's Bank of China
had branches at province, city, and county levels. The other came during a visit to China by U. In conclusion, I
have only one wish. When leaving the block house in the morning, Gu Yaoqi would step into faeces from
people who had hurriedly relieved themselves overnight just outside. Under the controlled economy,
state-owned banks tended to see lending to state-owned enterprises as a mechanism for distributing fiscal
funds. There was a guard house at the west end manned by warlord troops armed with antiquated rifles. In
contrast the Red Army had superior weapons which they had captured from the Nationalish Army soldiers. Let
us first look at the types of companies covered by the plan. After the crossing of the Wu Mao decreed that the
army unit procede to Zunyi as soon as possible and take the city by surprise. Agencies and enterprises were
instructed to establish a universal retirement insurance pension scheme, which is based on the social reserve
system linked with individual accounts of urban workers throughout China, to create a new medical insurance
scheme, and to strengthen commercial insurance and social relief scheme. Zhou left Shanghai for Europe on 7
November with a group of work study students, including friends from Nankai and Tianjin. The
non-performing loans of rural credit associations have also become a serious problem. The water in those
places is not impelled to go either way. Two days later at the city of Liping a formal meeting of the political
bureau politburo of the Communist Party convened to accept the proposals Mao had made in Tongdao. Zhou
was "Number Five", a pseudonym which he continued to use in later years. Zhao was hospitalized again with
pneumonia on 5 December  The article was written by Zhao's former aide, Yang Rudai. Mao suggested the
Red Army again take control of Zunyi. Third, the government would continue to appoint special inspectors to
monitor the management teams of large or medium-sized state-owned enterprises. On June 26, , a graduation
ceremony was held for the first group of 21 newly trained special inspectors for high-priority state-owned
industrial enterprises. That unit encountered a squad of the local militia about ten miles from Zunyi and
captured all of them. Several dissidents, including Zhao's secretary Bao Tong and Tiananmen Mothers leader
Ding Zilin , were kept under house arrest and therefore could not attend. When Pol Pot visited China in June ,
he was asked to review the film. His political activities continued to expand, and in September, he and several
other students agreed to establish the "Awakening Society", a small group, never numbering more than  Gu
was a former labour organizer with strong mafia connections and weak commitments to the CCP. Wang
Jiaxiang, the first director of the ILD, had been suspended in for his moderate views on the international
situations. The resulting shortage of public money has frequently meant that residents have not received
payments to which they were entitled. Early political activities[ edit ] A young Zhou Enlai Zhou returned to
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Tianjin sometime in the spring of 


